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Audit

156,8

UAH
million

Insurance

2,8 UAH

11,1 UAH
Tax

million

milli

on

Corporate entertainment

2,9 UAH
million

MF + PIT

26,9

UAH
million

(including)

Corporate Social
Responsibility

0,5

Salary and bonuses

133

UAH
million

Taxes

31,8

UAH
million

excluding PIT, MF and USC

UAH
million

Staff development

Unified social contribution

17,5

UAH
million

2,7 UAH
million
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½ have blue eyes
½ love rock
½ love pop music

All love reading
All speak English
All love Ukrainian cuisine
All have brown eyes

All speak English
½ love rock

½ dreamed of becoming firefighters
½ love Italian cuisine
All
All

ВАKЕR ТІLLY
IS LIKE A SMALL COUNTRY
½ have green eyes
½ by horoscope are Libra
All love Ukrainian cuisine
All have brown eyes

love reading
speak English

All use Telegram for online
communication
½ love soap operas

All

love horror
movies

We got together from all
over Ukraine to work here
unitedly. Each of us is
unique, but we also have
similarities. To find them,
we conducted a survey
among 119* employees of
the company
*total 350 employees

All

by horoscope
are Aquarius

All love
the New Year

All love Italian
cuisine

All
All
All

are female
love beach vacation

All speak English
½ love listening to folk music

read motivational books

All are female
½ have blue eyes
½ dreamed of

All love Italian cuisine
All love beach vacation

becoming doctors

All work in the audit department
All have financial and economic

education

½ do not drink coffee at all
½ by horoscope are Aquarius
Nobody likes horror movies

½ dreamed of
becoming teachers
½ have a pet dog

All love the New Year
All play musical instruments

½ love soap operas
All have financial and economic

education

All work in the audit department

All use Viber for online
communication
All are female
All have pets
All love the New Year

Tilly

Baker

Now

To
mor
row
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AT BAKER TILLY ANYONE
CAN BECOME A SUPERHERO
NOW FOR TOMORROW
You don’t need to wear
a colored leotard for this
or to make a spider bite
you. It's enough just to
help those who need help.
Here are 10 super missions
performed by Baker Tilly
in 2019

Mission:

Ohmatdyt Children's Hospital

Task:

to wish a Happy New Year
to the children undergoing
the treatment

Mission
report:

jointly with the public
organization Small Heart with
Art, Baker Tilly delivered the
kits of essentials, New Year
gifts and books to the children
who were treated in various
departments of the hospital

LETED

N COMP

MISSIO

Superheroes’ Library

Location:

Ohmatdyt Children's Hospital

Task:

add books to the
Superheroes’ Library

Mission
report:

TED

MIS

GETMARKET platform

Task:

energy market development,
support for projects in
alternative energy

Mission
report:

LETED

ClimateLaunchpad final —
“green” business ideas
contest

Location:

Ivano-Frankivsk

Task:

to encourage “green”
projects development

Mission
report:

in 2019 Baker Tilly became a
ClimateLaunchpad’s partner
for the first time in Ukraine.
The company supports the
development of “green”
projects, because they help to
make business according to
the European model

LETED

N COMP

to support the international
charitable foundation “Come
Back Alive”

Location:

Ukraine

Task:

financial support for the
foundation's projects

Mission
report:

it is important for us that the
military and ATO veterans feel
constant support from people
within their country, therefore
we perform financial backing
to Come Back Alive foundation, which unites thousands
of Ukrainians and even
influences state policies on
social protection of veterans

LETED

N COMP

MISSIO

GETMARKET platform —
become the partner of the
project that brought together
independent consulting
companies with renewable
energy expertise, as well as
investors, business representatives and all other participants of the renewable
energy market. The goal of
the “green project” is to
systematize and develop the
energy market, to support
investors wishing to invest in
alternative energy projects

Mission:

MISSIO

added 102 books to the
library, 20 of which are
lifebooks

MPLE
SION CO

Location:

N COMP

Mission:
Mission:

GETMARKET

MISSIO

to support the School
of Superheroes

Location:

Mission:

Mission:

Hope and Homes for Children

Location:

Dnipro, Social support center
for children and families
“Dobre Vdoma”

Task:

make 43 children happy

Mission
report:

the Baker Tilly team had a
difficult, but wonderful task —
to give good emotions to 43
children from the small
support center “Dobre
Vdoma”. The Company’s
employees received the wish
lists of each child and
purchased exactly those
things and toys that the kids
wanted

LETED

N COMP

MISSIO

Mission:

launching the project “Dual
education on Finance”

Mission:

the charitable foundation
“LIFELOVER”

Location:

Baker Tilly office

Location:

Task:

to enable students to
simultaneously study and
gain work experience

wherever elderly people
need support

Task:

financial support for
pensioners through the
foundation “LIFELOVER”

Mission
report:

in Ukraine a lot of elderly
people need financial
assistance, food, medicine,
attention and care. Therefore,
the Baker Tilly team took part
in a charity fundraising on the
platform superonuki.com. As
a result, UAH 100,000 were
transferred to the foundation
“LIFELOVER”. The campaign’s
participants received
wonderful New Year cards
in memory of this mission

Mission
report:

Baker Tilly jointly with KNEU
developed a dual education
program in auditing and
consulting to help students
enter the job market being
already skilled workers with
professional experience. On
February 11, 2020 seven
first-year students of KNEU
became the Baker Tilly team
members while continuing
their studies at the university

LETED

N COMP

MISSIO

LETED

N COMP

MISSIO

Mission:

to track the number of
white-tailed eagles

Mission:

“Incredible villages of
Ukraine” contest

Location:

Ukrainian Center for
Research of Birds of Prey

Location:

Bilche Zolote — a village
in Ternopil Oblast

Task:

to monitor the number of
white-tailed eagles in the
Exclusion Zone of the
Chornobyl NPP

Task:

to prove that small villages
are also worthy of attention
and to create conditions for
their development

Mission
report:

Baker Tilly continues
supporting the projects of the
Ukrainian Center for
Research of Birds of Prey.
White-tailed eagles were
monitored on the left bank of
the Pripyat River and around
the area of the Nesvich River
near the border with Belarus.
We have counted 18
white-tailed eagles, and also
noticed two more species of
the Red Book birds: black
grouse and hazel grouse

Mission
report:

this year Baker Tilly supported
one of the oldest and largest
villages in the Borshchiv
Raion, which was founded in
1482. The village is famous for
its Verteba Cave — one the
largest caves in Europe,
underground museum and
Trypillian culture site of
Eneolithic Ukraine. The Bilche
Zolote Landscape Park is a
monument of landscape
gardening and a church-burial
vault of the Sapieha princes
who founded the village. Also
there are several archeological monuments of the Middle
and Late Paleolithic. In
support of the village, Baker
Tilly provided a grant that will
partially cover a local hotel’s
overhaul

LETED

N COMP

MISSIO

LETED

N COMP

MISSIO
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WORK HARD,
PLAY HARD

Vyshyvanka Day

Any superheroes should rest after their
superhero stuff. At Baker Tilly super
auditors, super consultants and super
chiefs have time for everything: to save
the world and to have fun as well

Running to the goal: this year
the marathon was attended by 67
employees of Baker Tilly

Our Happy Fridays are always positive
and challenging. You can show your
creativity on Friday master classes
Best Halloween Pumpkin сontest
proved that Baker Tilly employees
have really strong nerves

In 2019 Baker Tilly Ukraine
celebrated its twentieth anniversary!
The 10th corporate photo competition
reminded that each of us perceives the
world uniquely

New Year’s “Oscar Party”

This year, the photo competition was
dedicated to the theme “I hear, I see,
I feel” and illustrated with photos the
Ukrainian songs

BAKER TILLY REPORT 2019-2020
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MY FIRST WORKING DAY
AT BАКЕR TІLLY

Team work...

On the first day, we had to pass the induction
course, like all new employees. But we were
immediately taken to the project — we had to
go there. It was really easy to join this team.
Since that day we spent 2 months at the
client’s office.

Maria Tantsyura, auditor

Each “first day” differs.
But everyone has
something to remember.
Our employees shared
their impressions of the
first working day

The very moment when you were
assigned to your first project...

I will never forget my first working day. I
thought that during first two weeks I would
be learning everything, visiting different
induction meetings, gradually entering the
job. That day, for half of the time together
with another newcomer we were filling
in documents and job agreements. But
suddenly at around 4 p.m. we received an
email from HR specialist, who informed us
that we had been already assigned to the
project.
We replied, “So soon? Really?” She
answered, “Yeap, it’s time to work”.

Surprises...

I will never forget my first working day.
It looked like the second stage of testing for
me after the interview. My colleague and
I were filling in job agreements when we
heard, “Guys, hurry up! Senior is already
waiting for you.” “Who is Senior”, we thought,
“What are we going to do now?” That day I
joined the team of one project that lasted for
seven months.

Maksym Molyavin, auditor

Heorhii Mieierzon, auditor

Smooth induction and meeting
nice people...

The most part of my first working day I
was filling in the documents, then I started
discovering the department, people, work
and tasks.

Kateryna Borysenko, tax consultant

Worries...

On my first day I was very worried because
I was the only freshman that day. Now
it’s quite often when 10 or even 15 new
employees start working on the same day.
It is probably very easy for them to join the
team. For me it was difficult at first, but I
quickly began getting to know everyone —
here people are always ready to help, and
there are no difficulties with adaptation.
It is easy to adapt, because the team is
very open, friendly and will help you in any
question.
Also, on my first day I was impressed by the
corporate bag. When HR specialist brings
you to your desk for the first time, there's
always a bag on it that says “Welcome to
Baker Tilly!” I think it's so cute. It really helps
to tune on a positive wave

Evhenia Beldiy, auditor

New challenges...

My first day was intense. From the very
beginning I got a leader, who loaded me with
work. When I looked at the tasks list, I felt
a bit nervous, because there were a lot of
unknown words, incomprehensible actions I
had to perform. However, step by step, with
the help of senior colleagues and mentors, I
coped with everything.
It has never happened that someone refused
to help. When the senior auditor was busy, I
asked other mentors for help.

Vladyslav Orlov, auditor

Sustainability

Audit

Tax Advisory

Due Diligence

Creates future capabilities

Run a check before it lacks

Develop your business with Baker Tilly, try the services of our departments.
All texts on this page are ironic and being used as unofficial advertisement for our services.

The best basis for your decisions

We know how risks grow
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IF NOT AN AUDITOR,
THEN WHO?
OTHER CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AT BAKER TILLY
Andriy Kaliushenko,
Partner at Bаkеr Tіllу

Requires creative approach
Requires outside perspective on anу problem
Deep learning of the Client’s business
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HOW I GOT A CAREER,
I COULDN'T EVEN
DREAM OF
A real Hollywood film could
be shot on the basis of
Anya Sokolova’s story.
At Baker Tilly she started
from the position of the
office manager, and now
she is a super creative
designer and events
organizer.

Miracles happen, the
main thing is to be
ready to accept them

I came to Baker Tilly in 2015. At that time, I
was 21 y.o., I just graduated from university
and managed to get some work experience
in the judicial sphere. My responsibilities
included the correspondence sorting,
organizing office work, preparing business
trip documents, etc.
In a year or two, I was promoted to the
position of personal assistant to the
managing partner, Oleksandr Vasyliovych
Pochkun. He really changed my life.
I have always loved drawing — with paints
and pencils, but it was just a hobby for me.
Sometimes I mused over the idea how cool
it could be to illustrate fairy tales and books,
but it seemed like something unreal and
extraordinary.
Oleksandr Vasyliovych once saw my
drawings, probably on Instagram, and asked
me whether I wanted to become a designer.
Of course, I did! Notwithstanding that I
had never seriously considered becoming
a designer, it was something that I set my
heart on.
With the support of Baker Tilly, I took my first
graphic design courses, learned various tools
from scratch (Photoshop, Illustrator). Some
time later I started receiving new tasks on
design, and in a few months I was officially
assigned as a designer.
Today I work with visual materials, and as
a marketing assistant as well — I help to
organize events and CSR projects. Also I
continue developing and learning new design
tricks. Before quarantine, I passed a course
in 2D animation.
This twist of fate was really unexpected,
however I am so happy now and feel that
I am on the right way. All this thanks to the
kind support of Baker Tilly!

BAKER TILLY REPORT 2019-2020
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BАКЕR TІLLY
INVESTS IN THOSE
WHO SEEK KNOWLEDGE

Professional courses

International certifications: ACCA, CFA,
CIMA, RICs.

English courses in the office

You can improve your English at any
language level — we have several different
groups and a Speaking club.

Dual education with Baker Tilly

Natalia Krutous,
senior auditor,
audit department

The Company can provide
employees with financial
support to take prestigious
professional courses, or
courses to improve their
soft skills. Moreover, it
is possible to combine
studies and work at the
same time.

Baker Tilly created this program in
cooperation with Kyiv National Economic
University. The program allows even firstyear students to combine studies and work
at the same time. As a result, students get
not only theoretical knowledge, but also
professional skills in practice, which makes
them highly qualified specialists.

If an employee needs to deepen his/her
knowledge in the field of management,
communications, teamwork, business
etiquette or other soft skills, he/she can
suggest conducting the respective training,
the Company usually welcomes these
suggestions.
However, if there is no strength and
opportunity so far to combine studies with
work, no one will force you to do that.
The main thing is to work hard, and then
probably the thirst for new knowledge will
increase.

Without our
support , it's just
an empty stage

WE'RE WORKING TO MAKE IT

ALL WORK

Outsourcing services

Our support completes your business ensemble

Back-Office

BAKER TILLY REPORT 2019-2020

HARD SKILLS
CAN BE TRAINED,
SOFT SKILLS NEED TO
BE DEVELOPED
Hard skills are your
career muscles, and soft
skills are your training
technique. If you lift
weights incorrectly, you
may not achieve the
desired goal, moreover
you can get injured.
Therefore, you should
not only enrich the
professional knowledge,
but also develop your
personal qualities.

Hard
skills
Soft
skills
26 27
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To obtain any skill more
effectively, take the Learning
How to Learn course.
You will discover how to
improve memory, overcome
procrastination and unleash
your potential.

Science and analytics should
lead the workflow, but it
is not enough for building
good relationships with your
colleagues to work efficiently.
How to set up warm and
effective communication —
you will find on the course
“Effective communication in
the workplace”

Remember to think positively
— it makes life and work
much better. You can
even become an expert
on positive thinking having
passed five courses on
“Positive Psychology”, or just
take one of them, the most
interesting for you.

Whatever mood you have
and no matter which
challenges life throws you,
at work you should always
stay straight-thinking and
reasonable, trying not to get
carried away. The Science
of Everyday Thinking course
will help you learn critical
thinking and move away
from stereotypes.

Living positively is great,
but sometimes difficult
situations happen that are
beyond our control. To pass
through such periods with
the least losses, you should
learn to understand your
psychological state and
control it. You will find tips on
this in the course
"5 Steps to Mental Health in
a Pandemic".

One of the best ways to
feel your profit is to work
with your team towards a
common goal. But becoming
an effective team member or
a team leader is not easy at
all. Find lots of useful tips for
this in the course “Working in
Teams: A Practical Guide”.
.

Even really super specialists
have moments when they
think they don't deserve
their position. However, any
doubts can be directed to
your benefit. Discover details
in the video “How you can
use impostor syndrome to
your benefit”.

Are you dreaming of being
promoted? The Developing
career resilience course
shares the tips on how to
show your boss the desire
and readiness to take a
higher position.

BAKER TILLY REPORT 2019-2020
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CAREER IS NOT JUST A
JOB, BUT A LIFESTYLE
Not everyone needs to build
a brilliant career, and that's
okay, because each of us
has different goals in life.
But, if you strive for this,
you will have to form a certain philosophy for yourself
and change your way of
thinking.

Don't be afraid of mistakes.

Mistakes are useful because they bring us
new experience and the opportunity to show
the willingness to take responsibility for our
work, as well as to redeem wrong decisions
and not to give up due to failures.

Don't give up on new tasks.

If a task goes beyond your responsibilities,
but can teach you something professionally
or personally — accept it. Boost your
expertise, knowledge and skills!

Show your ambition.

The leader can not guess about your
aspirations unless you tell him about them.
You will succeed if you combine ambition
with quality work and respect for others.

Show initiative.

If you want to grow in a company, you should
not just wait for the next tasks, but find them
on your own, propose new approaches, tools
and solutions.

Don’t let critical comments stop
you.
The leader can not encourage you all
the time, and people sometimes do not
understand our goals. Analyze everything
what you are told, draw your conclusions,
but do not let other people's opinions
demoralize you.

Iryna Panfilova,
Manager of Tax & Legal
department
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WITHOUT CONSTANT
LEARNING — YOU STOP
DISCOVER YOUR DRIVE FOR LEARNING!
Gagik Nersesyan,
Co-founder
and Partner
at Baker Tilly

In fact, all people love to
learn. Look at children —
they are born curious, they
constantly learn something,
research, go into details,
ask many questions — they
actively explore the world.

A child has this serendipity,
but adults usually lose that
invaluable skill.

T

If you do not want to learn, it
means your curiosity fell asleep.
You should just turn it on.
Look at your friends, relatives, partners,
children — what hobbies they have and what
they are learning. Perhaps something will
resonate with you. Try this!

Start collecting something or find
another hobby. When you are
collecting anything, you are learning
its history.

Turn on awareness. Always have an answer
to the question: “Why am I doing this”.
Because you have to? Or because you want
to do this?

“I want to do this” — the best and
most appropriate option, because it
is the most significant motivation for
learning.
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To avoid this, you should
find a balance between
what you need to learn
and what is interesting.
Don't be afraid to try anything that
interests you.
If you don't like it, don't force yourself —
try something else.
Distinguish between unwillingness to
make efforts and lack of interest.
Seek support from the loved ones.
Think about what you should learn for
your professional needs and for your
personal ones.
Explore more information about anything
that interests you. Don’t stop, go deeper
for your knowledge.
Find a way to use non-professional
knowledge in your work and vice versa.
Try to find mentors. Get inspired by their
example.
Accept challenges.

Y
N

Roman Kozyr,
Manager of audit
department
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In a large company there must be a leader
— one who pushes the company forward
and monitors work results. But such a person
may not have enough time to establish warm
and friendly atmosphere, which is extremely
important for successful team movement
towards goals. This role is taken on by the
Soul of the company.
Being the Soul of the company means
always to arrange a little self-promotion,
to attract attention and smiles. Thereby, to
cheer up people, charge them with energy
and self-confidence.

Being the Soul of the
company is not easy,
it imposes certain
responsibility: this
person creates general
mood, gives positive
vibes, supports the vector
of movement and seeks
to get feedback.

The Soul of the company:
a person who enjoys communication
with people, knows how to make it warm
and effective, and shares his/her positive
vibes with others;
feels the best time for action;
hears other people's desires;
captures the feelings of others;
wants to help his/her colleagues.
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Do a little less than you can,
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DO YOU DREAM TO REVEAL YOUR
SUPERPOWERS?
FIRST, TRY YOUR HAND
AT THE INTERVIEW

Galyna Christianinova,
Senior specialist of
personnel department

You can become an
employee of Baker Tilly
if you are friendly, ready
for team work and learning,
able to analyze information,
and have logical thinking.
We will teach you
all the rest.

What to expect from the interview:

The interview will not include:

1.

1.

2.
3.

The interview consists of two stages.
The first stage is Logic Test, English
Test, Professional knowledge testing,
and the first meeting with HR specialists.
The second stage is a meeting with
managers of the Company.
You will be asked several questions on
core disciplines.
Also, we will test your soft skills.

2.
3.
4.

Stressful interview.
Questions about plans for the next ten
years.

We know
who you
really are

Choking from wearing a tie. Baker Tilly
doesn't expect you wearing a black tie
with pince-nez at the interview.
Requirements to know and be able to do
everything at once.

You don't need years
of work experience
to get a job at Baker
Tilly. Read here how
to become an auditor
from scratch.

HR

There are high chances to pass the interview successfully if:
You have diplomas of professional courses
and trainings, you participate in social
events.

You have diploma with honours.

You have prepared for the interview, thought
through your self-presentation, learned
the facts about the Company, revised the
accounting.

You think that everyone has their own job, it
is a shame to ask for help — you can handle
anything yourself.

Your friends work at the Company.

You can work in a team, you are ready to
help others, resolve conflicts, you quickly
adapt to new conditions.

Do you want to work at Baker Tilly? Send your CV to cv@bakertilly.ua

HR Department
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— HELLO, IS IT BАКЕR TІLLY?
— HI! WE HEAR YOU
AND LISTEN VERY CAREFULLY!
Nelya Grinchuk,
business analyst

5 RULES
OF CORRECT LISTENING:
1. Be friendly and analyse

4. Try to feel the emotions

2. Listen more than speak

5. Do not interrupt

not the personality of your
conversation partner, but what
he/she says

and feelings of the other
person

3. Be sincerely interested in

your conversation partner

What to pay attention to during a
conversation besides words?
eye contact;
body language (the conversation
partners should be opposite each other,
a slight bend towards the partner);
open posture and gestures;
facial expressions that demonstrate
interest;
head nod as a sign of readiness to listen
further;
“Yeah!” and “uh-huh!” phrases to
encourage conversation;
tone and speech rate

IMPORTANT!
Let the person speak. Even if you
already understand what he/she
wants to say, restrain yourself
from finishing the phrase for your
conversation partner.

BAKER TILLY REPORT 2019-2020
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE:
UNDERSTAND YOURSELF
AND OTHERS
Olga Davydova,
Manager of Advisory
services department

To find a balance between
a devastating emotional
storm and being work
tuned, you should develop
your emotional intelligence.

If emotions seem too complicated for
you, and it is impossible to make sense
out of them, remember how difficult the
multiplication table seemed in childhood.
Then — Algebra, later — Accounting.
The same with emotions: sometimes it is
enough to understand something once,
and later to benefit from this learning; but
something requires deeper analysis with a
background research.
However, it is emotional intelligence — the
ability to recognize and manage your own
and others' emotions — that really helps to
make life harmonious and fulfilling.

There are no “bad” or “wrong”
emotions. Emotions are a
reaction to what is happening
inside you or outside. Therefore,
they are very useful and help
you better interact with people,
understand your own desires
and needs, and protect you from
danger.

Read at your leisure

DISPUTE IS NOT
A CONFLICT, BUT
A CONSTRUCTIVE
DIALOGUE
At Baker Tilly we never
debate for no reason.
If a dispute does not
help to set up long-term
cooperation in future, there
is no point in wasting time
and energy on it. But a
well-structured and timely
dispute allows you to better
understand each other, due
to the detailed discussion
of each party’s opinion.

During a dispute, you should:
Consider the long term potential
Seek solutions that foster collaboration,
not just a one-off compromise
Listen carefully to your opponent,
be open and honest
Be logic, do not “jump” from one topic
to another
Restrain negative emotions
Try not to defend your positions, but
to find a general direction of movement

Myroslav Katona,
Trainer of educational
programs
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SOLID AND FRIENDLY TEAM =
EFFICIENT WORK

Odesa branch of Bаkеr Tіllу
We work to save your business from financial storms

Sergiy Gorobets,
Manager of Audit
department,
Head of Odesa branch

A good team consists
of people who help and
support each other in
both work and personal
matters. They notice when
a colleague needs advice
or help. This team makes
work as stress-free and
enjoyable as possible, and
the results are achieved
cheerily and easily.

It is known that the team is usually formed up
to the leader, therefore the team's cohesion
and benevolence clearly reflect the leader's
positive features. It depends on the leader
whether employees will compete and keep
their own interests, or become a tight-knit
team that works for a common goal.

You can't get colleagues to be
friends, but there are several
ways to encourage them to do so

Everyone has the right to
express their own opinion on
work issues, which will be
considered.

People should unite upon their own initiative,
and for this the leader has to properly set up
the workflow.
Teambuilding and trainings are good options,
but it is only a way to work out some certain
weak points

Each team member should feel their
significance and the importance of their
contribution to the common goal.

The head should be a real leader, who
leads the team’s way, but not to leave
employees to the merсу of fate.
Everyone should understand, accept
and share the mission and values of
the company

Tasks should be clearly distributed among the performers, as well as the responsibility for their implementation.

The leader should support the
team’s desire to spend their free time
together.

However, the responsibility for
the project in general should
be better on the whole team.

When the team has its own traditions,
jokes and communication codes, it is
worth supporting by the leader.

BAKER TILLY REPORT 2019-2020
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LEARNING AND WORKING AT THE
SAME TIME IS A WORTHY TEST
OF STRENGTH
HOW TO PASS IT?
Valentyna Yelchyscheva,
Senior specialist on
personnel learning and
development, coordinator
of Dual education project

Usually I was preparing for all exams, tests and diploma at
night, sometimes on weekends if it was possible. To make
life easier, do not be afraid to tell teachers about your
experience and knowledge you have gained at work, apply it
It is important to

during exams. Most teachers will appreciate that the student

inform teachers that

has not only studied the material, but also understands what

you are not skipping

he is talking about.

classes, but working

Valentyna Tereschuk,
Auditor of the 2nd year, Zaporizhia branch

in your specialty, and to agree on distance learning or writing
scientific papers. Also, it is a good idea to assure your leader

Why should I combine work with
studies?
Each person has his own answer: someone
wants financial independence, others — to
get benefits for starting a career, someone
is not interested in studies or wants to have
more responsibilities… The worst option is
“I will do that because I heard it should be
done this way.” You should have your own
meaningful motivation.

Am I ready to take responsibility
for the results?

When you are hired, you are included in the
company's plans. You have responsibilities,
and the work of other people depends on
how you handle those duties. You should
learn to keep your promises, even if it's
difficult for you.

What am I willing to give up?

Each of us has a different amount of inner
energy. Someone has time to study, work,
meet with friends, engage in hobbies and
personal life, while others feel completely
exhausted after three lectures. That does
not make someone better or worse, you just
need to objectively assess your capabilities
and think if you are ready to concentrate now
only on work and studies, and to postpone
all the rest for future.

at work that you will have enough time to complete all the
tasks, although you have an exam or an important test today.
Viktoriya Kalynchuk,
Auditor of the 2nd year, Zaporizhia branch

Am I ready to learn twice as
much?

Many people seek work to escape from
studies. A person thinks that now he/she will
definitely do only useful things and diligently
solve interesting problems. However, in fact
you will have to learn at work as well — new
tools, approaches, professional issues and
communication.

I started working at the

full-time at the master's

end of my first year at the

degree and working full-

university. It was mostly

time in consulting is not an

a part-time schedule, so I

easy task at all. The most

didn’t have any difficulties to important thing is the course
Denys Lozovyyi,
Junior consultant
of Tax & Legal department

To combine studies and
work is really challenging.
But did someone say it
would be easy? However,
it gives you advantages in
the labor market and helps
you build your career faster.
This period of your life will
be more productive if you
honestly answer yourself
the following questions.

combine work with studies.

of your work and studies

After graduating from the

itself. If you are interested in

bachelor's degree, it became it, you have enough strength
more difficult: studying

for any task.
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DOING SPORTS BRINGS
YOU AND SOCIETY LOTS
OF BENEFITS
SINCE YOU ARE FULL OF ENERGY

Anastasiya Romanenko,
Auditor

Personal success and physical activity
correlate with each other. Physical activity
develops purposefulness, determination,
physical endurance, and it maintains mental
balance.
The main thing is to listen to your body and
remember that trainings should be regular.
Effective time management and minimization
of the usage of different gadgets will help
you find time for sports.
Big starts from small: do short exercises
during breaks at work. Changing physical
activity to mental, and vice versa, brings
vividness and improves working efficiency.

In 2020, Baker Tilly introduced a
new corporate program of Sportlife.
Anyone who has been working at
Baker Tilly for more than 6 months
can use this program.

“Do I still want to lie on the
couch and flip through the
Instagram feed, looking at
the sports body types of
other people?”

BAKER TILLY REPORT 2019-2020
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YOU SHOULD LIVE NOW,
BUT DON’T FORGET
ABOUT TOMORROW

Tetyana Stretovych,
Head of Tax & Legal
department

To live “here and now”
constantly or to postpone
everything “until better
times” are extremes.
Extremes are not good,
there should be a balance.
Here are nine tips on how
to find it.
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PERSONAL BUDGET
IS NOT A LIMITATION,
BUT FREEDOM

Oleksandr Baskov,
Head of Sustainable
development
department

By controlling your income
and expenses daily, you get
more independence from
your parents, more control
over your own life and the
opportunity to save up for
a dream.

Work hard,
learn harder

Five “BUTs” that hit your wallet:

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Every day you spend very little on small
things: coffee, chewing gum, donation
in a mobile game. BUT an impressive
amount accumulates in a month.
You buy what you need without paying
attention to sales and discounts. BUT you
can't add money to your rainy day fund.

Junior auditors go to major leagues

You don’t count how much money you got
and spent. BUT at the end of the month
you save every penny.
You find budget management boring
and stressful. BUT you borrow money
on vacation and then give it back for six
months.
You do not spend money on big, useful
purchases. BUT you try to make life more
comfortable and joyful by means
of irrational whims.

IOS

ANDROID

Analyze your monthly expenses. Calculate
how much you spend on basic needs:
housing, food, commuting, etc. Think about
what you can completely refuse, what to
reduce, and in what to invest more funds.
Pay yourself a “tax” from each salary, for
example, 10%, only then distribute the
money to everything else.

Start small: install a convenient program
for keeping track of your personal
finances and record all earnings there
(and even a birthday present from your
grandpa), as well as expenses (do not
forget about coffee).

Audit
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FINANCIAL SCAMMERS
WON’T GET THROUGH!
IF YOU ARE ON YOUR GUARD
In 2020 we have a better
chance of being scammed
in social networks, by sms,
email or phone than to
meet a pickpocket on the
street. To minimize this risk,
you should be careful and
prudent about your and
others' personal data.

Try to share your personal data only in
case of real necessity. Do not include
everywhere your full name and surname,
address, phone number and email, place
of work.
Do not add unknown people in social
networks. Having added even acquaintances, check their accounts: how long
an account has been valid, what user
information it has, revise the comments
to posts.
Create a separate mail and if possible
— a special phone number to use them
to fill out questionnaires for discounts,
participate in promotions, announcements, etc. This data can easily get into
the hands of criminals, so it would be
better not to associate it with your bank
accounts, insurance and other important
things.
Don't open links from strangers or those
that look odd. If in doubt, ask again
where the link leads and why you should
follow it. Leave a minimum of information
about yourself in social networks and
turn off geolocation so that it is impossible to trace you.
If you receive a strange call or sms on
your work phone, email or social media
account, be sure to inform the security
service of the company or responsible
persons. Also, you should do this if
someone got in touch with you through
personal contacts, but the matter concerns work.
If you receive a call from a so-called
“bank” regarding your card or account,
hang up and call the bank yourself using
the phone number indicated on the
card or the website. If it turns out that a
fraudster called you, write a complaint
about the loss of your personal data. And
never dictate your data from a card or
sms by phone.
Never tell other people the personal
data of your relatives,friends and
acquaintances without their consent.

Kateryna Synkova,
Manager of Advisory
services department

Make a helpful hint sheet out of these rules
for yourself and your loved ones, put it in
your wallet to use in a stressful situation that
raises doubts. It is especially useful for the
elderly and children.
Scammers who try to cheat you for money
usually put pressure on your emotions and
do everything to make you nervous and not
have time to analyze what is going on.
Therefore, during a conversation, you should
stay calm and try to get as much information
from them as possible: where they got
your data from, what they know about you,
who they are, what the return number for
communication is, etc. In case when situation
becomes threatening — warn that you will
contact the police, and do it immediately.
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GOING BEYOND COMFORT
SHOULD BE DONE ONLY
WITHIN YOUR PSYCHOLOGICAL
BOUNDARIES
Evhenia Klyuchnyk,
Senior auditor

Whenever you are dealing with something
new, ask yourself, “How do I feel and why?”
“I don’t want to” is a sufficient reasoning for
the refusal.
Explain your thoughts and feelings if you
want. But if you do not want to, then you
have the right simply to articulate your
decision.
Speak directly and calmly about your
emotions and feelings. Don't hide them
because you are afraid of offending others.
If someone continually violates your
boundaries even after having been asked not
to do so, then refuse communication or keep
it to a minimum.
Do not act out of your character just to
please others.
Learn to recognize different types of
manipulation — aggressive and mild ones.
Building psychological boundaries doesn't
mean going into your shell. This is the basic
self-respect.

54 55
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DOES YOUR LIFE
SEEM HARD?
THESE RULES WILL MAKE IT EASIER

Svitlana Nezhur,
Head of external
communications and brand
development department

Do not show off with what you have. The number of watches,
parties, cool acquaintances and other insignificant things
will not prove anything to anyone. Better to show by your
example how to build strong relationships, love and care for
your loved ones, take part in useful initiatives and do not
forget about good deeds.

Do not blow your own trumpet, at the same
time do not hide your talents behind: “And
if it does not work out?”, “No, I don't want to
disgrace myself”. Try, look for what you really
like and enjoy.
Take care of nature. Try to be outside the city
every weekend, away from the hustle and
bustle. Create a flower garden at home — it
really lifts your spirits and allows you to get a
little distracted from the industrial city.
‘More expensive’ and ‘larger quantity’ doesn't
always mean better.

Always find time for a little idleness: to have
a glass of wine, listen to some relaxing
music, sit outside and enjoy the silence, or
just to get yourself a bath and rest.

Thank people and accept
gratitude from others.

Be brave enough to make a choice. We learn
from our mistakes. Do not be afraid to ask for
forgiveness, do not be afraid to call first, to
express your opinion or feelings.

Respect the opinions of others — we are all equal, but
different. Support, the ability to listen and hear, the ability
to empathize and unaffected joy for the achievements of
others inspire and give strength to move on.

Create comfort around you.
Choose not what is in fashion,
but what is really comfortable.

Joke, laugh, but don't taunt anyone.
Sometimes even laugh at yourself. Be
sincere, open and honest.
Interact with friends, build strong social
connections.
Do not rush. Haste only tires you, and does
not bring closer to the desired result.

Do not try to change someone
or change yourself, just
because others want it. Choose
people with similar values.
Do good selflessly. This is your
inner strength for any deeds
in life.
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NEGATIVE
PERSONALITY
TRAITS ARE NOT
YOUR ENEMIES
Alyona Zhadeyko,
Manager of
Valuation and
Financial modelling
department

E.g:

Ability to defend your interests
Ability to stay calm

Negative character traits
are usually called those that
prevent us from developing
and achieving our goals, as
well as ones which bother
other people. You can try
to overcome these traits, or
you can comprehend their
origin and learn to use them
to your benefit.

Make a list of traits that you consider to be
your disadvantages, and think about what
you can benefit from them. It's like boosting
a hero in the game to the next level.
Monitor yourself for a while: when you
become “bad”, what exactly it reflects in,
what causes such reactions, what you feel
and how people around you react. Then
think about where you can direct this energy
to, so that it helps, but not hinders. Practise
changing the vector — it won't be easy, but
the result will be awesome.

Thrift
Striving for the best
Benevolence
Sociability

Aggressiveness
Apathy
Greed
Envy
Obtrusivenes
Overtalkativeness

Rationalism

Laziness

Prudence

Prolixity

Leadership

Arrogance

Overload prevention

Inattention

Ability to have a way to everyone

Hypocrisy

Ability to see details

Pettiness

Confidence

Insolence
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MOBILE GAMES — A FEW
MINUTES OF RELAXATION
TO RELIEVE THE BRAIN
Sudoku

This is the world's largest
audit game! Helps to develop
mindfulness and to increase focus.

25 BOOKS THAT
IMPRESSED THE EMPLOYEES
OF BАКЕR TІLLY
In the list you will find
fiction, motivational,
non-fiction literature and
biographies, classics,
science fiction and fantasy
— books for any mood.

To calm tension and divert,
you need to completely
change the activity and
shift the focus of attention.
The TOP 5 games played by
Baker Tilly’s employees are
perfect for this.

“Atlas Shrugged”
by Ayn Rand,

The philosophy of objectivism framed in
the poetics of a fiction book. One of the
world's most popular trilogies.

Quizlet

A mix of fun and benefit: boost your
foreign language while you relax.

Archero

Very bright colored action game
to fight with monsters and explore
the magical worlds. Perfect thing
for a little break.

“The Miracle Morning:
The Not-So-Obvious Secret
Guaranteed to Transform Your
Life (Before 8AM)”
by Hal Elrod
A motivational book that teaches you
to wake up easily in the morning.

“The Financier”
by Theodore Dreiser

A sophisticated classic novel about
the other side of the life of businessmen
and people from the financial sector.

“The Subtle Art of Not Giving
a F*ck: A Counterintuitive
Approach to Living a Good
Life” by Mark Manson
A good book to get the psychological
stability that helps you get rid of high
expectations.

QBlock,
Move the block

These are puzzle
games in which you
have to move the
blocks to clear the way
for the main block, or
to make a puzzle like
in “Tetris”.

Homescapes

Colored game in which
you need to rebuild
a house. You get
resources for this by
making game pieces
in line.

“Delivering Happiness.
A Path to Profits, Passion,
and Purpose” by Tony Hsieh
By reading this book, you dive into the
world of business and realize that in
addition to earning money, this world
brings a lot of pleasant emotions.

“Shantaram”
by Gregory David Roberts

A very interesting adventure novel with
Indian settings about a man who broke
the law.
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TURN PLANS INTO
WEAPONS AGAINST
CHAOS

Sergiy Klymenko,
Senior auditor at the
Eastern branch of
Bаkеr Tіllу

Procrastinate correctly: If you can't
make yourself start some extremely
important work, you better do something
completely different — for example, fulfil
some less important task from your plan.
This will add confidence in your abilities.

Even simple planning at work
is like “a tailwind in the sails”,
but the effective planning is
similar to “a motor on the
boat”. Of course, you can do
without it, but then you will
have to “get the oars” and
make greater efforts.

In order not to lose motivation, try to
combine long-term tasks with those that will
bring instant results. A small daily victory
motivates.
The priority is determined by how much the
progress of the entire project depends on
your work. Sometimes the assignment is
difficult and the deadline is tight, but it can be
postponed for a while in order to fulfil a small
and easy task.

D

AY PLANNING::
Tasks I can do today
Tasks priority
Deadline
Tasks complexity
My estimated time to complete

Read about
prioritization tools
here

Your plan for the day must be real. No matter
how many tasks you put on your list, a day
still will have 24 hours. Moreover, due to the
unfulfilled tasks you will have feelings like
tension, pressure, guilt, and panic. If you are
unable to assess your capabilities yet, you
should seek advice from your manager or
colleagues.
When you have determined the optimal
number of tasks and promised yourself to
execute them — do not break the promise.

The Eastern branch of Bаkеr Tіllу
Great team for great deals
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TO ACHIEVE A GOAL,
YOU NEED TO SET IT
It may seem that nowadays
when the world is changing
so fast and everything is
uncertain, there is no point
in setting goals. However, it
is the goal that allows you
to move forward and adds
the sense to your life.

Alyona Skichko,
Partner at Bаkеr Tіllу
Ассоuntіng Sеrvісеs

A goal is a clearly defined
result that you want to
achieve in a specific period
of time.

What is not “a goal”?
A goal that is not specific.
For example, I want to make a lot of
money, I want to become a super auditor,
I want to go abroad.
A goal with no specific time frame.
For example, I want to have an
Advanced level of English, I want to go to
Germany, I want to earn UAH 20,000.
Something that cannot be achieved
under the current circumstances.
For example, I want to settle on Mars,
I want to go around the Earth in three
days, I want to become the President of
the United States.

Go
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In order not to lose motivation, it is better to
decompose long-term goals into sub-goals
and consistently achieve them.
Over time, goals may lose their relevance
and change — and it is normal. However, it is
important to distinguish between a goal that
has lost its relevance to you and a desire to
give up because of difficulties.
Can you successfully achieve results without
goals, moving at random? Yes, you can, but
it only works well for short distances, in other
cases it makes your life much more difficult.
Having a well-defined goal is already the first
step on the way to achieve it.

OUUUUUCH!
Advisory services
Don't solve problems.
Prevent them!
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GOALS

BIG
100 GOALS
AND SMALL

Life should
include serious
planning, fun,
relaxation,
self-development
and even a little
foolery.
You probably have
your own list of
goals for the year,
but here you can
find some more
good ideas.

1
2
0
2
–
0
FOR 202

Visit the TOP 10 most interesting places
in Ukraine.
Buy a fitness tracker.
Learn English to Advanced level.
Get a promotion.
Spend all significant holidays with
relatives and friends.
Shoot a top Tik-Tok video.

Try oysters.

Buy a dinosaur costume.

Start investing money.

Get the ACCA certificate.

Spend Christmas in Lviv.

Stop comparing yourself to everyone.

Eat a whole cake.

Learn to dance salsa.

Plan the perfect day and spend it
that way.

Do not forget to wish all relatives and
friends a happy birthday.

Sleep more than 5 hours a day.

Learn to resist stress.

Make an unexpected pleasant gift
to a colleague.

Take an extreme driving lesson.

Sew a costume for the cat with
your own hands.

Live each day consciously.

Assemble a robot by yourself.

Visit a contemporary art exhibition.

Watch “The Lord of the Rings”
and “The Hobbit”.

Overcome your one fear.

Scan the drawer every month and give
away unnecessary things.

Walk at least 8 kilometers a day.

Start sorting garbage and give it
for recycling.

Draw a picture by numbers.

Make minor repairs at home.

Watch all series in English.

Read 100 books.

Do nothing all day.

Save 10% of your salary every month.

Take part in all Happy Fridays.

Transfer money to charity every month.

Find yourself a mentor.

Do fitness at least 3 times a week.

Buy a new smartphone.

Visit the quest room.

Become better than yesterday daily.

Have an online party with friends.

Plant a tree.

Hand feed the squirrel.

Find in each day something
to be proud of.

Learn to cook Italian food.

Change the internet provider.

Learn to blow glass figures.

Go on a blind date.

Take the animal home from the shelter.

Give up sugar.

Take a course in public speaking.

Grow edible greens on the windowsill.

Change the hairstyle drastically.

Arrange a candlelit dinner for
the loved one.

Pull up 30 times in a row.

Arrange a photo session.

See the Northern Lights live.

Get lost in a city and look for a way
to the hotel without a map.
Get a full medical check-up.
Spend no more than an hour a day
on social media.
Wake up on the first alarm clock signal.

10 adventurous goals
for the most daring ones

Eat three watermelons in a row.

Learn to plan your day and fulfil it.

Complete 80% of the goals from your
own list for the year.

Walk from one regional center
to another.

Sign up for the pool and visit it regularly.

Take a course in human psychology.

Write a poem.

Unsubscribe from all unnecessary email
newsletters.

Visit all the geographical centers
of Europe

Get an aquarium with fish.

Rafting down the Carpathian river.

Run a marathon.

Pay off all debts and loans and no
longer take.

Do the splits.

Meet the sunrise on the beach.

Visit the class reunion meeting.

Create a genealogical tree of your
family.

Give up smoking.

Pet a raccoon.

Do good deeds for strangers every
month.

Get a driver's license.

Buy a turntable for vinyl records.

Make mehendi.

Spend every Sunday with family and
children.

Climb Hoverla mountain.

Write a book and produce it
at the expense of the publisher.

Buy a drone.

Visit a theater twice a month.

Jump through puddles in the rain.

Present a report at the conference.

Compliment someone every day.

Start keeping a personal budget.

Buy a silly hat.

Complete 5 courses on Coursera.
Eat more vegetables.

Remove your account from all social
networks.
Organize a skyscraper rooftop party.
Sleep on the hives.

Drink a liter of clean water or more daily.

Tell your family and friends that you love
them every week.

Grow a beard.

Increase the monthly income by 20%.

Get pierced.

Learn to do complex calculations without
programs and a calculator.

Bake cookies once a month.

Learn the Elvish language.

Try snail massage.
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DELICIOUS LIFE
IN 20 MINUTES
To cheer yourself up,
sometimes it is enough to
try a delicious dish of your
favorite cuisine. For those
gourmands who do not like
cooking, we offer the most
simplified recipes.

Lasagne

Lasagne sheets, as well as ground meat are sold in the supermarket. Bechamel sauce is
prepared in a few minutes, the main thing is to stir it constantly: butter is mixed with sunflower
oil, flour and milk are added if necessary.
And then, you just need to assemble the lasagne in a baking dish: a lasagne sheet, a sauce
layer, fried ground meat, a tomato sauce, and a lasagne sheet again. The dish may be topped
with cheese or you can add it to each layer. Bake in the oven until tender.

Rice noodle with vegetables and tofu

Rice noodle is cooked for three minutes, or you can just pour some boiling water over it.
Fry vegetables and tofu in a pan, throw in the noodles, pour soy sauce — and that's it,
bon appetit!

Lazy varenyky

There is no need to mold anything — the dough is simply mixed with fillings: cottage cheese,
less often meat or potatoes. Then you make a dough cylinder, cut it into pieces and boil until
tender. Put them on a plate, pour sour cream and enjoy your meal.

Poached eggs

You can boil a poached egg very easily — just break it into the plastic wrap, twist the end and
put it in boiling water. The egg can then be placed on a crispy baguette and cut open so that
the yolk flows onto the bread.

Homemade shawarma

You should buy lavash, chicken fillet, cucumber, tomato, and cheese. Mayonnaise, ketchup or
sour cream can be mixed into one sauce if desired. Cut the fillet into small pieces, fry for 5-10
minutes until fully cooked. Grease lavash with sauce, add chicken, chopped vegetables and
grated cheese. Wrap it up. Then, put your shawarma in a frying pan, press with a plate, and fry
on both sides.
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10 USEFUL TIPS THAT SHOULD BE
READ AND REREAD OVER AGAIN,
UNTIL YOU REALIZE THAT THEY REALLY WORK
Oleksandr Pochkun,
Co-founder and Managing
Partner at Bаkеr Tіllу

If you always keep these
useful tips in mind and
constantly develop, one day
you will understand that
your life has become much
easier to live, despite all its
challenges.

Everything
changes — and
you change as
well. There is
nothing wrong
with that. It's bad
when you are the
same at 20, 30 and
40 y.o. It means
that you are not
developing.

Remember
that in any
relationship you
are responsible
only for a half of
the interaction.
Do not take all
responsibility on
yourself, but do
not shift it entirely
onto others.

Don't try to think
for others. You will
never guess “what
is in a person's
head”. Focus
on actions and
interpret words
explicitly. If it
doesn't work, ask
for clarification.
But don't fantasize
about “what could
it mean”.

Feeling of guilt
is of no use. On
the contrary, it
destroys you and
gives others a
tool to manipulate
you. Change it
to a sense of
responsibility
for your life and
actions. Admit
mistakes, don't
blame yourself for
them but correct
the ones you can.

Let people go if
you see that you
are heading on
a different path.
Even if they used
to be special
people to you at
some time. Our
inner circle forms
our mindset. Make
room for new
people with whom
you will develop
and improve
together.

Take care of
yourself. Do
pleasant and
useful things
for yourself, do
not engage in
self-destruction.
Support yourself
in achieving goals,
praise for personal
success, do not
push yourself for
being perfect and
keeping up with
everything, let
yourself have a
rest and enjoy life.

Make a true list
of your priorities
in life. Put in the
first place what is
really important to
you right now. Do
not blindly follow
other people’s
directions. If you
are told that the
main thing is
family, but you
feel that work is
more important
to you — then do
not be shy about
it. And vice versa.
Build your life and
relationships with
others according
to these priorities.

Openness is the
best defense. It
is difficult to use
your weaknesses
against you if
you understand
and acknowledge
them. This does
not mean that
you should
tell everyone
everything about
yourself, just
don’t be afraid of
various aspects of
your personality.
You have both a
good side and a
bad one, each has
its reason and
purpose. You are
a normal person,
just like all others.

Something in
life is better not
to try ever. Even
the smallest
experience
changes us.
And it cannot be
rolled back. If you
behave cynically,
cruelly, mercantile,
endure bullying or
cave in to others,
then one day you
will forget how
to live differently.
Experience for the
sake of experience
is not needed.
Try only what will
help you develop
and bring you joy.
Give up all the rest
without a doubt.

Difficulties are
not a bad period
in life, this is life
itself. Do not wait
for everything to
work out, when
you finally solve
all the problems
and feel happy.
Problems,
failures,
resentments
and pain are
just as normal
as calmness,
stability, joy and
success. If you
are having a
difficult period,
it is not because
you are a failure,
but because the
world works that
way. Just keep
moving on.
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THE WHOLE LIFE
OF BAKER TILLY
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